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1.5 Identification of Costs Associated with Expansion and Connection to Electric System

Line extension policies are used to ensure fairness and equity among all customers in a rate class. The
purpose of a line extension policy is to make new customers look “average” for rate purposes. Line
extension policies that do not achieve this goal will result in a utility’s financial position degrading as new
customers are added to the system or that customers don’t receive adequate facilities without a
Contribution in Aid of Construction (CIAC). Rates are averages and they recover the carrying costs
associatedwith the average plant investment that applies to a particular rate class. Without line extension
policy, growth can cause the need for rate increases. Not only does line extension policy promote fairness
and equity but it also promotes rate stability.

Rates should include some “standard” level of service facilities that are built into base rates but should
not include non standard facilities. The cost of non standard facilities should be borne by customers that
receive the benefit from their installation. Line extension policy should ensure that all customers receive
a standard set of facilities and that customers who need, or want, additional facilities beyond those built
into base rates, pay for those facilities through a contribution in aid of construction.

The Prime Group evaluated the economics of CWL’s current line extension policy. The results are shown
in the tables below. The first table shows the amount of investment that can be supported by CWL’s rates.
The amount of investment is calculated as a multiple of net revenue. Net revenue is total revenue less
purchased power revenue. 6.87 times net revenue represents themaximum amount of revenue that CWL
can give as a revenue credit. It is generally recommended that utilities do not give the full amount because
customers receiving the full amount would not be making any contribution to the utility’s fixed costs.
Under that scenario, there is no benefit to other customers from growth. As a result, utilities generally
use approximately half the calculated factor in line extension policies. Many times, residential line
extension policies will provide a dollar revenue credit and commercial policies will use a revenue test
based on projected revenue on a case by case basis. For example, if a factor of 3 is used to calculate the
residential credit, commercial policies will calculate the credit on an individual case by case basis, using 3
times the estimated net revenue the customer is expected to produce.
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The second table shows the amount of line extension per residential class that CWL’s rates will support
using a factor of 3 times net revenue:

The third table shows the amount of line extension per small general service class that CWL’s rates will
support using a factor of 3 times net revenue:

1.6 Evaluation of Revenue at Risk

The goal of cost based rate design is to recover fixed and variable costs as fairly as possible from both
large and smaller usage customers. Oftentimes, rates deviate from this principle by having monthly fixed
charges that are too low and energy charges that are too high. This leads to the utility beingmore sensitive
to weather patterns. During periods of mild weather, the utility is not selling enough electricity to recover
its fixed costs meaning that the utility’s revenue is at risk. The Prime Group put together a table showing


